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The Most Active IoT Investors (2010~2015): Mechanics of “A” Round Tracking Decision:
Optimizing for “Financial + Human” Resources
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Deal Flow

Project is very likely 
to succeed; just need 
funding at this point.

Project requires studio 
support; funding alone 
does not bring success.
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Comparison of “A” Round Cap. Table:
“Conventional Track” vs. “Studio Track”
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How to Build an “A” Team Out of
TechLoop �������	
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Technology makes working together easier.
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IoT Industry Value Chain (View #1):

An IoT stack stretches across many areas: hardware, software, services, and big data.

IoT Industry Value Chain (View #2):

A “full-stack” engineer participates in value creation across the entire IoT value chain.
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$*&' One More Thing: Market Growth in IoT is Expected to 
Create Many M&A Opportunities for TechLoop Portfolio.

Question Marks (low market share, high growth): 
Poor cash inflow, high demands but low returns (due 
to low market share). Conventional wisdom is to
change market share for fear of turning into a dog as 
growth slows. Expect plenty of M&A activities here!
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1. Technical debt compounds across 
multiple M&A in roll-up situations.

2. TechLoop can effectively lower 
“barrier to exit” by re-factoring 
code to “workout” technical debt 
anywhere along the IoT stack.

3. TechLoop is well-positioned to 
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in key segments of the IoT space.

“The cumulative effect of a large number of small 
optimizations is indistinguishable from a radical leap.”

Intentionally Small
Edge Market

Unique Selling Feature

Our  Goal: 4�����
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Our Big Idea?
Effectively Capture
“Economy of Scope”


